Editorial

Shops Can Proﬁt from Making Old Bicycles Seem Like New
Distributors report mid- to low-end
components are ﬂying out the door,
driven by upgrades and repairs.
Retailers conﬁrm their service departments are extremely busy as many
customers spruce up bikes they already
own to ready them for commuting or
running errands.
While a basic tune-up may not deliver

as much dollar volume as a new bicycle
sale, retailers can proﬁt from this trend.
Aftermarket components and commuting accessories oﬀer a healthy margin. Dealers should have a deep stock of
chains, tires and brake pads to replace
worn parts.
Retailers can foster sales of small
add-on accessories such as lights and

computers. Clean merchandising near
a repair department makes it easy for
shoppers to ﬁnd such items.
Shops also should ensure their service
fees are in line with costs and expertise.
By charging customers an appropriate labor rate that’s consistent with the
technical knowledge required of a bike
mechanic, shops can pay mechanics a

fair wage and reap extra proﬁt.
Service bikes often reek of neglect, but
don’t write oﬀ a junker—sometimes just
getting back on a bicycle is all it takes
for a customer to remember why they
loved riding. Provide professional service and assistance and chances are that
customer will return to inquire about a
next bike purchase.

Guest Editorial

Streamlined Selection in Concept Stores Appeals to Newbies
BY RAY KEENER
Ted Schweitzer’s Guest Editorial in
the July 1 issue bashes Trek and Specialized concept stores as a “backwards
approach to retailing.” Schweitzer says
bicycle retail is an ecosystem. Diversity
is healthy, while concept stores are looka-likes and have no soul.
The real question is: What kind of
customers are you trying to attract?
Character and old-world charm works
great for enthusiasts. When industry
friends come to Boulder, I take them to
Vecchio’s, Pro Peloton and University
Bikes to soak up the soul.
The two-fold problem with enthusiasts: First, they have little loyalty. They
are very price-conscious. They have
Bike Nashbar’s site bookmarked. Second, they’re getting old, even starting to
die oﬀ. Do you really want to stake your
future on them?
Concept stores appeal more to the
casual cyclist. That Eddy Merckx poster

you treasure is just some grumpy-looking guy on an old bike to them. When
non-enthusiast friends ask where to
shop, I send them to Bicycle Village, Full
Cycle and University, where selection
and sales eﬃciency are the focus.
The “fewer choices” and “sleek POP”
that Schweitzer decries are actually appealing. Our stores sometimes have too
many choices. Put yourself in the shoes
of someone whose last bike was a ’70s
10-speed.
Throw in brand options, and the customer gets confused and overwhelmed.
They “just want a bike to ride around.”
They “don’t want to race or anything.”
They’re more interested in a cool color
than tech specs and brand heritage.
To the “ecosystem diversity” argument, I have counter-examples: WalMart, Best Buy, Dick’s Sporting Goods.
Americans like low price, predictability and comfort in their retail environments. That’s why 200 million Ameri-

cans will shop at Wal-Mart this year.
Schweitzer’s arguments make total
sense if you want to appeal to enthusiasts. But not for the emerging regular
Americans who want a new bike. And
it’s insulting to say that concept store
owners are doing it for streamlined billing and better pricing.
I’ve spoken to Trek concept owners
who’ve made a conscious choice to focus
on regular Americans and give up the
soulful fanatic. They tell me their highend sales are increasing as well. Seems
that nearly all consumers like comfortable shopping environments.
Good merchandising is good for the
marketplace. And it’s good for the individual store’s long-term health. If you
think there’s no reason to trade soul for
success, maybe you’re not looking at
sending kids to college or beeﬁng up
your 401K.
Rather than scorning the concept
stores, learn from them. Trek and Spe-

cialized have gained valuable insights
from retail consultants and their own
best dealers. Walk in with an open
mind. Notice the colors. If your current
scheme tends toward goth, get out the
roller and go neutral.
Check out the images of smiling cyclists having fun on bike paths and mellow trails. Maybe it’s time to ditch the
Hans Rey and Paris Roubaix and put up
something broad-based. It won’t scare
oﬀ enthusiasts, and it’s less intimidating
to casuals.
Decide who you want to appeal to,
and go for it. Don’t let your scorn for the
big guys cloud your judgment. Concept
stores have their place, and they’re here
to stay. Understand their consumer appeal and apply the principles to your
own business!
Ray Keener of Growth Cycle owns a
wool Molteni jersey, a Hans Rey trials
bike and a Belgian cobblestone.
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